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Chapter 2051: The past of the wealthy (1) 

 

“””How … How did this happen …”” Xu Meina collapsed on the ground and looked at Zhao Yu in 

horror.””You … Who are you?”” ” 

“””You didn’t expect this, did you?”” Zhao Yu said proudly,””your so-called perfect plan, in my opinion, 

is too outdated! In our world, we call this darkness under the light, and we also say that the most 

dangerous place is the safest place. ” 

“””Hmph, if it wasn’t for me, the Super detective whose name is known throughout the universe, who 

would have thought that you would hide Wang Yan and Zhao CI in your house?”” ” 

“””Ah!?”” ” 

“As soon as he said this, everyone was shocked, and even Li Zhenzhu was tongue-tied. ” 

“””Zhao … Officer Zhao … You … You mean …”” Li Zhenzhu asked in disbelief.””The two suspects are 

hiding in Xu Meina’s house?”” Then …”” ” 

“As she spoke, Li Zhenzhu took out her mobile phone and wanted to send someone to catch him. ” 

“However, Zhao Yu waved his hand and said, “”Don’t worry! These two people have already been 

caught by my men! When I was pressing on my phone earlier, I was indeed in contact with my people!”” 

” 

“””What? You … You caught him?”” This time, Li Zhenzhu was even more in disbelief. ” 

“””So …”” Zhao Yu turned around to face Xu Meina and said earnestly,””even if you got rid of the 

medicine bottle on you, it doesn’t matter anymore! ” 

“””Ms. Xu Meina, your scheme has been exposed!”” ” 

“””You … You …”” Xu Meina’s body trembled. Her face was as white as a sheet of paper. Her expression 

was one of shock and despair. ” 

“””Last night, I had nothing to do, so I looked through the transaction and account records of your 

golden stream Chamber of Commerce …”” Zhao Yu said leisurely.””Although these accounts have been 

processed by the Chamber of Commerce, I can still clearly see that your internal situation is harmonious 

on the surface but divided on the inside. ” 

“””The core business of the Chamber of Commerce is all in the hands of Qiu minzhe alone. Quan 

youdong’s stamp only appears on those insignificant small contracts! ” 

“””If Qiu minzhe really wanted to let Quan youdong be the president, shouldn’t he at least make the 

transition a little earlier? ” 



“””In addition, I’ve checked the movement trajectory of your Chamber of Commerce’s shareholders, and 

I can see that there is serious internal division. There must be an irreconcilable conflict between the two 

presidents! ” 

“””Most of the shareholders are still gathered around President Qiu. I think Quan youdong must be very 

unhappy about being ostracized. ” 

“””Of course, it’s also possible that Quan youdong’s wife is also unhappy! “”Because …”” Zhao Yu looked 

at Xu Meina.””I found something very interesting. The predecessor of the Golden stream Chamber of 

Commerce was called Chengping Dao real estate company, and the boss of the company was Xu Meina’s 

father, Xu zongguo! ” 

“””As I don’t have any further evidence, I can only guess. Qiu minzhe had taken over Xu Meina’s father’s 

company, and Xu Meina felt that the company should be taken over by the Xu family! ” 

“””Now, she finally hoped that her husband, Quan youdong, would have a chance to become the 

president, but the detestable Qiu minzhe still refused to give up his power. So, the couple had no choice 

but to take the risk and carry out this revenge plan! ” 

“””Of course, this is purely speculation,”” Zhao Yu said frankly.””Without evidence, we can’t make wild 

guesses! So, next, let’s ask miss Xu to reveal the answer to us! Please!”” ” 

“As Zhao Yu said this, everyone’s eyes fell on Xu Meina. ” 

“””Sister-in-law,”” the leader of the Chamber of Commerce clenched his teeth and asked fiercely,””are 

you really the one who killed President Qiu?!”” Even if there’s a conflict, you can’t do this!”” ” 

“””Yes, quickly say it!”” Someone shouted,””why are you doing this?”” ” 

“At that moment, although Xu Meina’s men were numerous, they all hung their heads low and did not 

make a sound when they heard that Xu Meina might be the murderer. ” 

“””Hmph!”” ” 

Xu Meina slowly got up from the floor and walked over to the coffee table. She then sat down on the 

sofa opposite Zhao Yu. 

“She snorted and returned Zhao Yu’s phone to him. Then, she reached into her shirt pocket and took out 

two white medicine bottles! ” 

“When she forcefully placed the medicine bottle on the coffee table, the scene suddenly became silent. 

” 

Everyone’s expression was strange and they were all shocked. They didn’t expect that the truth would 

be exactly as Zhao Yu had speculated! 

“””I don’t care who you are …”” Xu Meina looked at Zhao Yu with an evil look in her eyes.””You’re right! 

I’m doing this in order to take back everything that should have belonged to our Xu family! ” 

“””Qiu minzhe has gone too far. He must die!”” ” 



“Hearing Xu Meina’s confession, Li Zhenzhu quickly and quietly pressed her phone to send a message to 

her subordinates, asking for help. ” 

“””My father died early. Qiu minzhe, who was the company’s Ambassador, stole the fruits of my father’s 

labor and changed our family’s business into the current golden stream Chamber of Commerce. ” 

“””On the surface, he gave me and my mother enough shares to take care of us, but in fact, he has been 

on guard against us and didn’t let us get involved in any company affairs! ” 

“””Later, when he saw me growing up day by day, he thought that I might be a threat to him, so he 

wanted to kick us out. So, he made things difficult for us in all ways, even using underhanded means. ” 

“””I had no choice but to marry Quan youdong! ” 

“””I have no choice. I can only rely on Quan youdong’s strength and continue to stay in this awkward 

position …”” ” 

“””Of course I’m not satisfied,”” Xu Meina said hatefully.””All these years, I’ve been trying to sow 

discord between Quan youdong and Qiu minzhe, but this fool didn’t dare to turn against Qiu minzhe. He 

didn’t meet my expectations!”” ” 

“””So, I had to find another way to gather evidence of Qiu minzhe’s illegal activities and secretly hand it 

over to the National affairs Department. ” 

“””However,”” Xu Meina shook her head,””Qiu minzhe’s deep-rooted Foundation surprised me. Even so, 

I didn’t manage to bring him down. Instead, it made him even more suspicious of me! ” 

“””However, I’m still in the same boat as Quan youdong, so Qiu minzhe naturally thought that Quan 

youdong had a part to play. ” 

“””So, when Qiu minzhe attacked us, he would definitely anger Quan youdong. After so many conflicts, 

this fool finally stood on my side! ” 

“””In truth, at that point, it’s already either he dies or we die. It’s just that outsiders can’t see it. ” 

“””Qiu minzhe suggested retirement and re-election, but in reality, he just wanted to take back Quan 

youdong’s power. He didn’t give up his power, but he wanted to seize it! ” 

“””That’s why we can only choose to kill Qiu minzhe. Otherwise, neither of us will survive! ” 

“””I don’t know how you knew about our plan,”” Xu Meina said, staring at Zhao Yu.””But in general, it’s 

almost the same as what you said! ” 

“””I have evidence of Wang Yan’s murder in my hands, and he’s tired of being Qiu minzhe’s Lackey and 

scapegoat, so I used these two points to bribe him! ” 

“””As for Zhao CI, he was indebted to my father in the past, so I promised him a lot of money, and he 

also agreed to join. ” 

“””Initially, I was planning to get Wang Yan to change the bottles, but Qiu minzhe seemed to have 

noticed something and sent him away. ” 



“””In the end, this matter can only be handed over to Quan youdong personally! While he was at Qiu 

minzhe’s house for a meeting, he sneaked into Qiu minzhe’s bedroom and swapped out the bottle of 

poison. ” 

“””At the same time, he did count the pills,”” Xu Meina said through gritted teeth.””This way, we can 

accurately determine the day Qiu minzhe will die from poisoning!”” ” 
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“””Quan youdong’s sudden death shocked me!”” Xu Meina’s voice trembled as she replied,””no, I 

should be afraid! I was certain that he was killed by Qiu minzhe! ” 

“””Because letting him die in his own home was obviously a warning! ” 

“””Warn me, he has already found out about our plan to kill him!”” Xu Meina’s eyes were wide 

open.””At that time, I was so desperate that I wanted to commit suicide. ” 

“””I realize that I’m both laughable and pathetic. I really don’t want to live anymore … ” 

“””At that time, there was only one thing that I couldn’t understand.”” Xu Meina looked up and said 

with a dazed look in her eyes,””I’ve heard about the black pupils case. More than a month ago, a female 

bank employee died in Jinjiang District!”” ” 

“””The murderer dug out her eyes and replaced them with black stones. ” 

“””I’m very curious. Why did my husband die in the same way? ” 

“””At first, I thought that Qiu minzhe did it on purpose. He imitated the black-eyed murderer’s modus 

operandi to kill Quan youdong so that the police would think that this case was related to the black-eyed 

murderer and divert the police’s attention … ” 

“””But, the more I thought about it, the more I felt that something was wrong,”” Xu Meina said.””If it 

was just an imitation of the black-eyed killer, the police should have been able to make a judgment long 

ago, right?”” ” 

“””Could it be that Qiu minzhe knew the black-eyed killer and hired him to kill Quan youdong? ” 

“””Later on, I gradually calmed down. By then, Wang Yan had already returned!”” Xu Meina 

continued,””I just realized that things might not be as bad as I thought. ” 

“””If Qiu minzhe already knew about our plan, how could Wang Yan return unscathed? ” 

“””So, I sent Wang Yan to Qiu minzhe to get some information. However, Wang Yan came back and told 

me that Qiu minzhe didn’t seem to know anything either. He was also sending people to investigate! ” 

“””Plus,”” Xu Meina looked at Zhao Yu and said,””I think the same as you. Since Qiu minzhe has already 

allied with the majority of the shareholders to deal with us, he shouldn’t take the risk to kill Quan 

youdong and bring trouble upon himself. ” 



“””I know. The information I gave to the National affairs Department didn’t cause Qiu minzhe to fall 

from power, but he’s already been targeted by the police detectives! ” 

“””If he knew that Quan youdong wanted to poison him, then he shouldn’t have killed anyone! As long 

as he took out the poison, he could directly impeach Quan youdong! ” 

“””So, I started to think …”” Xu Meina continued,””Qiu minzhe didn’t know anything about it? Could this 

be a plot by someone else to kill Quan youdong and cause internal strife in the Golden stream Chamber 

of Commerce? ” 

“””When I think about this, I can’t help but think of an xianxiu,”” Xu Meina said.””An xianxiu and Quan 

youdong were born to be mortal enemies. Perhaps an xianxiu didn’t want to see Quan youdong become 

the president, so he killed him in advance?”” ” 

“””In our initial plan, we also listed this person as a target. I have already used Wang Yan’s identity as 

the Golden stream Chamber of Commerce to prepare a big gift for him! ” 

“””So, after thinking about it, I decided to take a gamble. Even though Quan youdong was dead, we still 

continued with our previous plan, and that’s what happened later …”” ” 

“””The driver’s incident was indeed a self-directed act, and my goal was to smash an xianxiu to death so 

that he would never be a threat to me again! ” 

“””If he is the murderer of Quan youdong, then I have avenged my husband! If not, I’ll also take the 

opportunity to get rid of a thorn in my side … ” 

“””Unfortunately, the heavens didn’t grant my wish. An xianxiu didn’t die! ” 

“””At that time, Wang Yan saw an xianxiu standing by the window with his binoculars, so he activated 

the steel ball! This person is really lucky …”” ” 

“Upon hearing this, Li Zhenzhu suddenly thought of something and wanted to ask Xu Meina. ” 

“Zhao Yu quickly asked Xu Meina,””””Then … What happened after that? Qiu minzhe’s death was 

beyond your expectations?”” ” 

“Li Zhenzhu immediately understood what Zhao Yu was trying to do, so she kept quiet. ” 

“””I don’t know how to answer this question!”” Xu Meina said coldly,””I can’t tell how I feel about his 

death! It doesn’t seem to matter, right?”” ” 

“””Then … Tell me about the process!”” Zhao Yu said,””did I guess correctly again?”” ” 

“””It’s completely correct, not even the slightest bit off!”” Xu Meina continued,””although I’m not sure if 

Qiu minzhe will die on this day, we still have to carry out our original plan on time! ” 

“””Last night, I intentionally let Zhao CI appear outside Qiu minzhe’s Villa so that he would be exposed 

to the surveillance. However, he only showed his face for a short while and then there was nothing left 

of him! ” 



“””I have to say, it was quite an anxious night,”” Xu Meina said.””I’ve arranged for spies to wait outside 

Qiu minzhe’s Villa. If anyone finds out that Qiu minzhe was poisoned, they would definitely send him to 

the hospital.”” ” 

“According to the original plan, Qiu minzhe’s poison should have acted up around midnight, but there’s 

been no movement in the villa … ” 

“””As time passed and it started raining again, I became more and more uncertain. I thought that 

something unexpected had happened, or that Qiu minzhe had already found out, or that he had missed 

a pill one day. ” 

“””When the sun rose, I thought that my plan had failed, but at that time, my people suddenly sent a 

reply … ” 

“””So, I quickly rushed over with my men, but I didn’t expect a small accident to happen. ” 

“””According to the original plan, Quan youdong should have rushed over with his men, and then took 

advantage of the chaos to change the medicine bottle. ” 

“””But, Quan youdong is already dead, so I can only do this. ” 

“””I didn’t expect that we would live so close to each other. By the time I arrived, Qiu minzhe had 

already been sent to the hospital. ” 

“””Hence, I could only use Zhao CI’s name in advance and get Qiu minzhe’s men to check the 

surveillance cameras. When Zhao CI was found in the surveillance cameras, everyone’s attention would 

naturally be attracted to her! ” 

“””At that time, I sneaked into Qiu minzhe’s bedroom and took the medicine bottle with the poison and 

the empty bottle from before …”” Xu Meina pointed at the two Medicine bottles on the coffee 

table.””At the same time, I left Zhao CI’s fingerprints on Qiu minzhe’s glass! ” 

“””This created the false impression that Zhao CI had sneaked into Qiu minzhe’s bedroom and poisoned 

him to death! ” 

“””I thought …”” Xu Meina shook her head helplessly.””As long as I quietly disposed of these two 

bottles, no one would suspect me anymore!”” ” 

“””I didn’t expect … Sigh …”” ” 

“After hearing Xu Meina’s confession, the people at the scene all sighed and showed different 

complicated expressions. ” 

Qiu minzhe’s men glared at Xu Meina. They were clearly furious. 

“However, Xu Meina’s subordinates were different. Their eyes were filled with sympathy. ” 

“Finally, after Xu Meina had finished speaking, an older subordinate stood out and blocked Xu Meina’s 

path.””””Miss Xu, we’re all old employees of the Xu family. Don’t worry, no matter what happens, we’ll 

stand on your side!”” ” 



“””Right!”” The other one stood in front and said,””we’ll protect you and leave this place now. Anyone 

who wants to stop you will have to go through us first!”” ” 

“””Ah!?”” ” 

“Upon hearing this, Li Zhenzhu quickly clenched her gun. ” 

“””No!”” Unexpectedly, Xu Meina waved her hand and said,””thank you, uncles, for your kind 

intentions, but there’s no need!”” Since my plan has been exposed, there’s no point in escaping! ” 

“””You’ve already done a lot for the Xu family. There’s no need to throw you in more!”” ” 

“””Miss Xu …”” Her subordinates were anxious. ” 

“Xu Meina stood up and made a shushing gesture. She then said to Zhao Yu seriously,””Sir, I plead guilty. 

I’m willing to go with you! ” 

“””However, before I leave, can I get rid of one thing from you? Please, help me find Quan youdong’s 

murderer! Please, I’m begging you!”” ” 

“Then, Xu Meina gave Zhao Yu a deep 90-degree bow. ” 
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“The rain continued to fall, shrouding the huge city in a haze and humidity. ” 

Several police cars were driving along the road. Xu Meina was in the car in the middle and was being 

detained at the Seoul police station for her trial. 

Li Zhenzhu’s car was at the back of the convoy. 

“””Many years ago, there was a rumor …”” Li Zhenzhu told Zhao Yu as she drove.””It was said that Qiu 

minzhe killed Xu Meina’s father, Xu zongguo, and took the Xu family’s company in order to Rise Up! ” 

“””Some even said that Qiu minzhe had taken Xu Meina’s mother …”” ” 

“””Oh?”” Zhao Yu was surprised.””This plot feels so familiar!”” ” 

“””Of course.”” Li Zhen Zhu nodded.””These are all rumors. I’ve checked the files and consulted the old 

Criminal Police. These rumors should all be false.”” ” 

“””Maybe someone didn’t like Qiu minzhe and purposely spread this rumor?”” ” 

“””But, if Xu Meina were to hear that,”” Zhao Yu said,””it would definitely affect her and make her want 

to take revenge …”” ” 

“””It’s a pity that Xu Meina’s mother has passed away,”” Li Zhenzhu said.””If she were still alive, she 

might be able to tell us some of the secrets that were unknown to us back then.”” ” 



“””Mm … Maybe …”” Zhao Yu pressed a handprint on the car window, and then looked at the rain 

outside through the handprint. ” 

“””By the way,”” Li Zhenzhu asked again,””how did you do all this?”” My great detective, you really live 

up to your reputation!”” ” 

“””It’s nothing. I’m just more familiar with the rules of the underworld than other detectives!”” Zhao Yu 

said calmly,””I’ve been suspecting Xu Meina since last night! ” 

“””I’ve checked on the projects that Quan youdong was involved in, and they were all done in an orderly 

and clean manner. Everyone knows that Quan youdong is just a boorish man, and the only reason he 

could do so well was probably because of Xu Meina. ” 

“””That’s why I started to realize that Xu Meina’s manic arrogance might just be an act. This woman 

actually had a very serious mind. It was absolutely possible for her to do such a sophisticated thing. ” 

“””After that, when I linked it to Xu Meina’s unique background, I couldn’t help but be even more 

suspicious … ” 

“””When we arrived at the scene and saw that Xu Meina was not only at Qiu minzhe’s house, but she 

was also showing us Zhao CI’s video on her phone, I could even conclude that she was the mastermind! 

” 

“””After that, when I finished inspecting the scene, I was already pretty close to the mark. ” 

“””If Wang Yan and Zhao CI were hired by Xu Meina, then I think it’s best to hide them in our own 

house. ” 

“””So, I sent a text to my secret agent and asked her to take Xiao hang to Xu Meina’s house. I didn’t 

expect that the two of them would really be caught there!”” ” 

“””You …”” Li Zhenzhu wanted to say something, but she didn’t dare to. ” 

“””I know that it’s against the rules for Ding Lan and Xiao hang to go over and arrest them, but,”” Zhao 

Yu said,””the search team can’t be trusted anymore, and there will inevitably be some problems with 

your people. So, it’s best to use my people.”” ” 

“””If they can’t find anything, they can also escape unscathed, and it has nothing to do with you. “”Don’t 

worry,”” Zhao Yu smiled,””they’re just friendly guests. When you write the report, just write it as your 

men!”” ” 

“””All of this was done under the wise command of officer Li Zhen Zhu. How perfect is that?”” ” 

“””I’m not a greedy person,”” Li Zhenzhu clarified, then asked very seriously,””Zhao Yu, you stopped me 

from asking my question just now. Do you know what I wanted to ask?”” ” 

“””I know, of course it’s about Captain ju!”” Zhao Yu said,””Xu Meina purposely emphasized that it was 

Wang Yan who used binoculars to make a judgment and then released the metal ball. ” 

“””But in fact, there are so many people in the hall. What if an xianxiu doesn’t stand by the window?”” ” 

“””Yes, I think so too!”” Li Zhenzhu said,””Captain ju, maybe he knows something!”” ” 



“””It’s no use,”” Zhao Yu said.””The reason why I stopped you was to tell you this! Even if Xu Meina, 

Wang Yan, and Zhao CI insisted on it, and even if Captain ju was involved in the plan … ” 

“””In court, their testimonials have no effect! ” 

“””After all, they are opposing parties …”” ” 

“””I know,”” Li Zhenzhu said.””Maybe Xu Meina didn’t mention Captain ju because she wanted to 

protect him.”” ” 

“””We’ve already investigated in secret. If Captain ju was really involved, I’m afraid he was only doing it 

to get rid of evil for society, right?”” ” 

“””Think about it,”” Zhao Yu said.””Xu Meina and Captain ju met in secret. She told him that when he 

went to the restaurant, he only needed to force an xianxiu to the window and not care about anything 

else. ” 

“””If that’s the truth, you can’t do anything to Captain! ” 

“””So,”” Zhao Yu said to Li Zhenzhu,””I stopped you from proposing to be the captain. It’s better not to 

mention that name in that kind of situation!”” ” 

“””AI! “”Actually …”” Li Zhen Zhu said,””Captain ju is really a good person. For so many years, he has 

always been on the front line, fighting against those criminals. He has never taken any black money, nor 

has he lowered his head … ” 

“””It’s precisely because of this that I’m all alone now. An xianxiu hired a swindler. Not only did he cheat 

Captain ju’s wife away, but he also set up a trap and made his wife go into the sea. ” 

“””I think, if it wasn’t for the fact that he had taken his wife away from him, Captain ju wouldn’t have 

cooperated with Xu Meina, right? Why don’t good people have good karma?”” ” 

“””If that’s the case …”” Zhao Yu said.””Then these are all your family matters, and I won’t interfere! You 

guys can deal with it as you wish! ” 

“””This world is really not black or white. It’s full of colors …”” ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu turned his head to look out of the window. It was drizzling outside, dark and gloomy. ” 

“However, he knew that when the rain stopped and the sun came out, everything would be full of life 

and colors … ” 

…… 

“An hour later, in an office at the Seoul police station. ” 

“””Wow, I’ve helped you catch the criminal!”” Ding Lan smiled and said,””brother-in-law, you’re going to 

accompany me to go shopping in Dota today. There’s no limit to the number of cards you can use, 

okay?”” ” 

“””I’m not asking for much,”” Xiao hang said.””I’m fine with seafood. Do you have more than two catties 

of lobster?”” ” 



“””He…Hehe …”” Zhao Yu laughed in response to their requests, but he did not smile. ” 

“””What’s wrong, brother-in-law?”” Ding Lan said,””those two weren’t easy to deal with. They were 

both desperadoes. Xiao hang and I were almost injured!”” You can’t be that petty, can you?”” ” 

“””Hehe …”” Zhao Yu chuckled and said,””you can go by yourself. Just put it on my tab!”” It’s not a 

problem even if you want a lobster that weighs 4 catties …”” ” 

“””It can’t be?”” Ding Lan noticed Zhao Yu’s strange behavior, so she immediately pulled on Zhao Yu’s 

arm and asked coyly,””hasn’t the case been solved? Why do you still look so depressed?”” ” 

“””The Chamber of Commerce incident is indeed over, but …”” At this time, Li Zhenzhu came in from 

outside, holding a thick book of information.””But the black pupil case is getting more and more 

troublesome!”” She said to everyone. ” 

“””Ah? The black pupil case?”” Ding Lan’s eyes widened. ” 

“””This morning,”” Li Zhenzhu said as she handed the information to Zhao Yu,””there was a New black-

eyed case in the south of the city!”” ” 

“””Ah? It can’t be, right?”” Ding Lan and Xiao hang were dumbfounded. ” 

“””Detective Zhao,”” Li Zhenzhu said with respect in her eyes,””maybe we have to go to the south of the 

city now!”” You’re right, that Masako-san is not a simple person. ” 

“””Maybe when we get there, she’ll have already caught the murderer!”” ” 
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“””When will the rain stop?”” Xiao hang looked at his watch and then at the weather outside the 

window. ” 

“””Brother-in-law, you’ve been working too hard these days.”” Ding Lan looked at Zhao Yu with her big, 

watery eyes, her eyes full of concern. ” 

Zhao Yu was holding a bowl of steaming udon noodles and eating happily. 

“””This time,”” Li Zhenzhu quickly put down her bowl and chopsticks, nodded to Zhao Yu, and said,””it’s 

all thanks to you, detective Zhao!”” ” 

“””If you hadn’t solved the case in time and caught Xu Meina, things would have been really 

troublesome! There would definitely be a bloody battle between the two Chambers of Commerce! ” 

“””And the forces behind them will also shed all pretenses of cordiality and fight to the death … ” 

“””The two of you,”” Li Zhenzhu saluted Ding Lan and Xiao hang,””thank you for your help. On behalf of 

the National affairs Bureau and the Seoul Police Department, I thank you!”” ” 

“””You’re welcome, you’re welcome …”” Xiao hang quickly returned the salute. ” 



“Zhao Yu patted Li Zhenzhu on the shoulder and smiled.””””Big sister, why are you still treating me as an 

outsider? You’ve worked hard these past few days!”” ” 

“What Zhao Yu said was true. With Li Zhenzhu’s position, she could stay in the office and give orders. 

She didn’t have to do it herself. ” 

“However, she had been by Zhao Yu’s side for the past few days, helping him out. It was really hard on 

her. ” 

“Logically speaking, they should take a break after solving the Chamber of Commerce incident, but they 

didn’t expect the appearance of a new blackpupil case, which completely disrupted their rhythm. ” 

“Therefore, Li Zhenzhu left all the follow-up matters to Park Xianhe to handle, while she took Zhao Yu to 

the south of the city. ” 

“Since Ding Lan and Xiao hang had nothing to do, they decided to go with the two of them, which would 

be an extra helper. ” 

“However, it was noon, so everyone had to have lunch. Thus, they found a noodle restaurant on suburbs 

Seoul for lunch. ” 

“””Since we’ve already caught Xu Meina,”” Ding Lan said,””does that mean that the black-eye case in 

Chengnan has nothing to do with the Chamber of Commerce?”” Other than the Vice President, Quan 

youdong?”” ” 

“””Wait a minute,”” Xiao hang said.””Isn’t there a one-month interval between the black pupil cases?”” 

Why did a third case appear just a few days after Quan youdong’s death? ” 

“””Is the murderer a little anxious?”” ” 

“””Miss Zhen Zhu,”” Zhao Yu asked,””you mentioned before that Masako Yangshan is not simple. What 

do you mean? Could it be that she already knows who the black-eyed killer is?”” ” 

“””Masako Yangshan?”” Xiao hang was speechless.””Why does it sound like a Japan name?”” ” 

“””Yes,”” Zhao Yu nodded,””he’s an expert in the Japanese research on the black-eyed case!”” ” 

“””I just received the news,”” Li Zhenzhu said.””When the third black eye case happened in Chengnan, 

Qiu minzhe was in trouble. So, Sergeant Park had to let the Chengnan police handle this case. ” 

“””At the same time, the three Japanese experts also rushed over as soon as possible! ” 

“””Now, it’s said that not only has the identity of the deceased been confirmed, but the general scope of 

the suspects has also been drawn out.”” ” 

“””Oh?”” Zhao Yu was puzzled.””So fast? Who was the third victim? What does this have to do with Li 

Yiyan and Quan youdong?”” ” 

“””None of them are related,”” Li Zhen Zhu said.””The victim’s name is Liu bingcheng, and he was a 

mobile phone salesperson.”” ” 



“””Cell phone sales?”” Zhao Yu was puzzled.””If there’s no relationship, how did you lock onto the 

suspect?”” ” 

“””Well …”” Li Zhenzhu said,””in fact, this Liu bingcheng was on the news before, but it was negative 

news! ” 

“””Last winter, on the highway from Chengnan to Seoul, a bus carrying 26 people suddenly caught fire 

…”” Li Zhenzhu said with a serious expression.””Originally, the driver stopped the bus in time and 

opened the door! ” 

“””However, this Liu bingcheng … Because he went to the luggage rack to get his luggage, he blocked 

the passengers behind him, causing the seven passengers behind to be unable to escape in time. In the 

end, they were burned to death, but he himself was unscathed!”” ” 

“””Oh … I see.”” Hearing this news, everyone’s mood suddenly became bad. Xiao hang said,””I 

remember something similar happened in Russia, right?”” ” 

“””When the plane crashed, a fat man blocked the passage to get his luggage, causing more than 40 

people to be unable to escape. After that, he even shamelessly complained about the airline’s late take-

off …”” ” 

“””Such a selfish person who doesn’t care about other people’s lives …”” Ding Lan said.””Could it be that 

the murderer is trying to use blackpupil to punish him? ” 

“””That is to say … The murderer should be among the family members of the seven people who were 

burned to death?”” ” 

“””It’s very likely,”” Li Zhenzhu said.””Masako Yangshan and the others must be looking in this 

direction!”” ” 

“””But …”” Zhao Yu asked,””does this person have any relationship with Li Yiyan and Quan youdong?”” ” 

“””We haven’t received any concrete news yet,”” Li Zhenzhu said.””But I’ve already sent people to 

investigate! At the same time, I also asked them to focus on investigating whether Li Yiyan and Quan 

youdong had anything to do with the bus fire. “” ” 

“””If they are related, then this case is simple!”” Xiao hang said,””the murderer must be one of the 

family members of the seven victims, and he must be one of their close relatives!”” ” 

“””But …”” Li Zhenzhu expressed her concern.””Masako Yangshan and the others have already done a 

test and found that Liu bingcheng’s Black pupils are the same as the first two victims. It is basically 

confirmed that they were killed by the same murderer!”” ” 

“””That’s strange. If these three cases were all committed by the same person, then … Why did the 

murderer commit the crime in advance? ” 

“””And … Where’s Pan Tian GUI Qi? What role did he play in these cases?”” ” 

“””Do you suspect that …”” Zhao Yu said,””the three black pupil cases might be caused by different 

incidents? Or, the murderer might not necessarily be one of the family members of the seven victims 

who were burned to death? ” 



“””It’s just that the black-eyed killer couldn’t stand the actions of the dead. Punish … Punish those who 

ignore life?”” ” 

“””Oh,”” Xiao hang said, startled.””If that’s the case, then this case is going to be troublesome, right?”” 

If the murderer didn’t have any interest in the victim, but just acted out of anger, then … It would be 

difficult to investigate, right?”” ” 

“””Yes, I’m worried about more than that,”” Li Zhenzhu said.””I feel that in the short term, there may be 

more black eye cases!”” ” 

“””In our lives, there are a lot of people who don’t care about life. If, if the black eyes case eventually 

turns into a public event or a group event, it would be terrible! ” 

“””Think about it, a selfish person like Liu bingcheng,”” Li Zhen Zhu said excitedly.””His death, especially 

in the way of black eyes, once exposed, not only will he not be condemned, but he may even win the 

support of the public!”” ” 

“””The human heart is the most terrifying thing!”” Li Zhenzhu suddenly grabbed Zhao Yu’s hand and 

said,””detective Zhao, this time, no matter what, please be a good person to the end and help us catch 

the criminal as soon as possible! ” 

“””Killing is a crime, but once the reason for killing causes public sympathy and is used by others, there 

will be endless trouble! ” 

“””Back then, after Pouta Takumi jumped off the cliff and disappeared, hundreds of people wrote his 

biography and even sang his praises, causing a sensation in all of Japan. ” 

“””Think about it …”” Li Zhenzhu’s eyes widened, and her voice trembled.””Once someone uses this case 

and imitates the black-eyed killer, then … The consequences will be unimaginable!”” ” 

Waa … 

“After hearing Li Zhenzhu’s words, Zhao Yu felt a chill run down his spine. ” 

 

Chapter 2055: taking action in advance? 

 

“When the police car drove into the South City, the rain gradually weakened but did not stop 

completely. ” 

“Therefore, the afternoon, which should have been scorching hot, was still gloomy. ” 

“Zhao Yu was sitting in the car, looking at the news he had found on his mobile phone. In the beginning, 

the reason why Liu bingcheng still went to take his luggage when the bus was on fire was that his 

luggage had a sample of the company’s mobile phone. ” 

The total value of the samples was about 10000 dollars. 



“10,000 US dollars for seven lives. The major media used this strong contrast in values as a gimmick 

headline to criticize Liu bingcheng. ” 

“Of course, Liu bingcheng, who was involved, did not have a good time. Not only was he condemned by 

public opinion, but he was also fired by the company. Until the time of the incident, he had not found a 

job. ” 

“After the incident, the place where he lived was often painted and smashed by people. Helplessly, they 

could only keep moving. In more than half a year, they had moved no less than a dozen times. ” 

“Perhaps, he was already regretting his reckless actions back then? ” 

“However, it was too late to regret. His eyes had been mercilessly taken off by the murderer and 

replaced with black pupils! ” 

Tsk tsk … 

“Zhao Yu started to think about what Li Zhenzhu had said before. As the police had not been able to find 

the relationship between the first victim, Li Yiyan, and Quan youdong, could it be that they were 

targeted by the murderer because of different incidents? ” 

Could it be that the police had misunderstood the situation and mistakenly thought that the Seoul black 

eye case was the same as the Yokohama black eye case? that the murderer wanted to kill people who 

were related to him? 

“In fact, the murderer only chose those who he thought had made unforgivable mistakes? ” 

“If that was the case, then the difficulty of solving this case had indeed increased a lot. ” 

“Moreover, Li Zhenzhu’s worries were not without reason. Once the case was exposed, it would attract 

the attention of society, and it would inevitably cause a great uproar and public opinion. ” 

“If the murderer could not be brought to justice as soon as possible, it would be even more difficult to 

deal with him in the future. ” 

“While he was thinking, the car stopped at the flower bed Park in Chengnan city. The local police had 

received the news and were ready to welcome him in the parking lot. ” 

“When Zhao Yu and the others got out of the car, someone brought them umbrellas. ” 

“””Hahaha …”” Suddenly, with a bell-like voice, Zhao Yu heard a familiar female voice.””Kong, you’re all 

here. Mr. Zhao Yu, we meet again …”” ” 

“Before he saw the person, Zhao Yu knew that it was miss Masako Yangshan. ” 

“Masako was wearing a black sportswear, looking energetic and high-spirited. She grabbed Zhao Yu’s 

arm naturally and said in fluent Chinese, ” 

“””Come, I’ll take you to the scene. I’ve been waiting for you!”” ” 

“After that, she took Zhao Yu’s arm as if no one was around and led Zhao Yu to the crime scene, which 

was cordoned off by the yellow police tape. ” 



Hmm … 

This … 

“Xiao hang and Ding Lan looked at each other. Xiao hang wanted to say something, but when he thought 

about Zhao Yu’s temper, he chose to keep his mouth shut. ” 

“Ding Lan also held her chin, and a strange look flashed in her eyes … ” 

“””Can you imagine? On the park bench again!”” ” 

“Masako Yangshan brought Zhao Yu to a long bench in the woods. As there was a shade, there was no 

need to use an umbrella. ” 

“Zhao Yu saw that on the long bench in front of him, there was an outline of the corpse, so he could 

know the general location of the deceased. ” 

“Thinking back to the first black pupil case, the victim, Li Yiyan, was also found on a bench in the park. ” 

“””It was raining last night …”” Masako said.””I suspect that the murderer killed the victim and 

transferred her here after changing her black pupils! ” 

“””Otherwise, how could the murderer perform such a sophisticated eye transplant in the rain?”” ” 

“Zhao Yu didn’t speak, but carefully observed the scene, thinking about something. ” 

“””The autopsy is still in progress …”” Masako Yangshan, who couldn’t stay idle, said,””but I have seen 

the corpse. All the details are the same as the black-eyed case. It must have been done by the black-

eyed killer!”” ” 

“””By the way, blackpupil has done a comparison. It came from the same stone as the previous two 

cases, and the traces are exactly the same …”” ” 

“””But …”” Zhao Yu said.””There seems to be a problem with the time, right? In the Yokohama F. 

Marinos black pupil case, the interval between cases was always about a month, but …”” ” 

“””No,”” Masako immediately interrupted Zhao Yu and said,””it’s not like that. The Yokohama F. 

Marinos black pupil case didn’t have a fixed time frame. The shortest time frame was 23 days, and the 

longest was 34 days. Every time Pouta Takeshi killed someone, he would have to make careful 

preparations. ” 

“””For example, studying the target’s life and rest, determining the location of the murder, and so on … 

” 

“””As long as he’s ready, he’ll make his move. He doesn’t care about the time! ” 

“””I think … It’s the same now …”” Masako said seriously.””The police just found out that because he 

couldn’t stay at home any longer, Liu bingcheng applied for a sailor from the YuanNan fishing company 

and will go out to sea next week! ” 

“””So …”” Masako’s big, bright eyes widened.””Is the murderer worried that Liu bingcheng wouldn’t be 

able to make a move after he went out to sea, so he made a move in advance?”” ” 



“””It would be great if we had done it in advance,”” Zhao Yu said, looking at the bench.””That way … We 

might have left some clues!”” ” 

“”Bingo! “”We were thinking the same thing …”” Masako said excitedly.””I reminded the agents in 

Chengnan this morning to investigate the surveillance cameras and witnesses nearby! ” 

“””I also asked for a detailed map of the park from their garden department and Traffic Department, as 

well as a traffic route map near the park … ” 

“””It was raining last night. It’s not a good thing,”” Masako jabbered on.””The good thing is that we can 

find footprints or traces that we usually can’t find. The bad thing is that the rain will wash away some of 

the traces …”” ” 

“””Okay, okay,”” Zhao Yu quickly pressed on her shoulder and said,””tell me about the investigation. 

How’s the investigation on the suspect?”” ” 

“As he spoke, Zhao Yu walked past the plants behind the long bench and carefully examined the lawn. ” 

“There was a pit on the wet lawn, so obviously, the murderer would not have entered there … ” 

“””We’ve found the information on the seven victims who were burned to death.”” Masako 

nodded.””Next, we’ll investigate the family members of these seven people and find out who was most 

likely to be the culprit! ” 

“””Chengnan’s police force has already started taking action, and I think there will be results soon. ” 

“””However, there’s something that I still don’t understand …”” Masako said cutely.””I’ve looked 

through the information regarding the bus fire in detail, but I didn’t find any information related to Li 

Yiyan or Quan youdong. ” 

“””The three victims don’t seem to be related at all. ” 

“””Detective Zhao, do you know?”” ” 

“””If I knew,”” Zhao Yu said,””would I still be here with you?”” ” 

“””Chatting?”” Masako didn’t understand.””What do you mean by chatting?”” ” 

“””Let’s go!”” Zhao Yu gently grabbed Masako’s arm.””Walk around the park with me. Let’s see how the 

murderer brought the victim here!”” ” 

 

Chapter 2056: accepting a disciple? 

 

“At FiveO’ clock in the afternoon, the rain and fog finally dispersed. The long-lost sun pierced through 

the clouds and sent light back to the earth. ” 

“However, it was almost sunset. ” 



“At that moment, Zhao Yu had already arrived at the autopsy room of the Chengnan police station. He 

was examining the bodies with Masako and Li Zhenzhu. ” 

“Apart from the photos, this was the first time that Zhao Yu had seen the body of the black pupil case’s 

victim with his own eyes. ” 

“The first case happened a month ago. Although the case was not solved, according to Korean rules, the 

deceased had been buried long ago. ” 

“As for the second case, Zhao Yu hadn’t had the time to investigate it before he encountered the 

Chamber of Commerce incident. So, he hadn’t seen Quan youdong’s body with his own eyes. ” 

“At this moment, the body of the third victim, Liu bingcheng, was placed on the autopsy table in front of 

him. ” 

“It looked no different from an ordinary corpse, except for the empty sockets where its eyes should be. 

However, it was precisely this kind of void that made people feel unusually depressed, and even had a 

kind of evil feeling with deep resentment. ” 

“””Here … These are the two …”” At this time, Masako Yangshan was holding a plate and showed Zhao 

Yu the two black crystals on the plate. ” 

“Zhao Yu had already seen it in pictures before, but now that he saw it in person, he could not help but 

have goosebumps. ” 

“He saw that the two spherical black stones were not completely black. In the center of the stones, the 

color was obviously darker. It looked like a black eyeball in an eye. ” 

“””Just like the previous two cases,”” a male forensic doctor in a white coat said to Zhao Yu and the 

others.””The murderer’s process of removing the eyeball was very professional. It was not a simple and 

violent removal, but more like a sophisticated operation …”” ” 

“””Yes,”” said Masako Yangshan.””This technique is very similar to Pouta Takumi. According to the 

information, Pouta Takumi should have learned the relevant surgical techniques by himself and is very 

clear about the structure of the human eye …”” ” 

“””And …”” The forensic doctor said,””the ratio of anesthetic and muscle relaxant is exactly the same as 

the previous two cases. ” 

“””We found an anesthetic in the victim’s nose and mouth. The murderer must have knocked the victim 

out first and then injected him with muscle relaxant.”” ” 

“””A muscle relaxant?”” Zhao Yu’s eyes widened. ” 

“””It’s amberlylin, mixed with some sedatives and nerve paralyzing drugs,”” the forensic doctor said.””It 

can be said that this formula is unique to the murderer. The drug formulas in the three cases are exactly 

the same, but the dosage in the second case was higher.”” ” 

“””Of course,”” said Masako Yangshan,””Quan youdong is a big guy. His resistance should be much 

stronger than the average person, right?”” ” 



“””This formula …”” Zhao Yu asked Masako,””is it the same as the one used by Pouta Takumi back 

then?”” ” 

“””Yes,”” Masako replied.””The ratio is exactly the same, but only the medicine used has some slight 

changes. After all, the medicine from 45 years ago is different from the medicine we have now!”” ” 

“””Oh … Then …”” Zhao Yu turned to the forensic doctor and asked,””is it easy to make this muscle 

relaxant?”” ” 

“””Of course it’s not easy,”” the forensic doctor replied.””Amber scales are a strictly controlled drug. 

Even if it’s used in the hospital, it has to follow strict procedures!”” ” 

“””Then …”” Zhao Yu raised his doubts,””how did the murderer get his hands on such a strictly 

controlled drug?”” ” 

“””I’ve studied this question before,”” Masako answered before the forensic doctor could.””In our 

opinion, the murderer only had three ways to get this drug! ” 

“””First, it’s from overseas; Second, his profession allowed him to come into contact with this medicine. 

Third, theft! The medicine was stolen!”” ” 

“””Ordinary clinics don’t have this,”” the doctor said.””If you want to steal it, you have to go to the 

warehouse of a big hospital or the factory.”” ” 

“””We’ve already checked,”” Masako said.””Because this drug is very dangerous, both the manufacturer 

and the hospital have detailed records of its use. If there has been a theft, there must be a record! ” 

“””But we haven’t found any missing related drugs yet …”” ” 

“””Could it be …”” Li Zhenzhu, who had been silent for a long time, suddenly said,””the murderer’s 

profession is a doctor?”” ” 

“””Is it possible to do something to the usage records and change the medicine?”” ” 

“””This should be possible!”” The forensic doctor nodded and said,””this medicine is generally used for 

Clinical Anesthesia, and the dosage is quite large. If the medical staff wants to tamper with it, maybe … It 

can be done?”” ” 

“””If that’s the case …”” Zhao Yu shook his head helplessly.””From the source of the medicine, it’ll be 

difficult to find out!”” ” 

“””I don’t think so,”” Masako said in high spirits.””Have you forgotten that we already have a suspect? 

As long as we look at the suspects and see who has access to this drug, we can lock him down. “” ” 

“””That’s true …”” Zhao Yu was still frowning.””But, what role did pan Tian GUI Qi play in this case?”” ” 

“””This person, if he’s still alive, he must be very old, right?”” ” 

“””Of course, but …”” Masako said,””no matter how old you are, you can still be taught! What if he 

incited someone or took in a disciple?”” ” 



“””Accept a disciple?”” Li Zhenzhu pouted and muttered in a low voice,””is it that exaggerated? If 

pangtian guiqi was still alive, then what had he been doing for the past 45 years? ” 

“””Why do you have to wait for 45 years before you make a move?”” ” 

“At this time, Zhao Yu did not continue the discussion, but walked in front of the two black stones, and 

carefully observed the two black pupils. ” 

“Although the black stone was translucent, it made people shiver. It really looked like two eyes shining 

with resentment … ” 

…… 

“Twenty minutes later, in the office of the Chengnan police station. ” 

“The local police officers brought a stack of information to Zhao Yu and the others, all related to the 

seven victims of the bus fire. ” 

“””A conservative estimate …”” Masako said.””We need to investigate at least 30 suspects, and these 

people are the family members and relatives of the seven victims …”” ” 

“””It doesn’t matter,”” Li Zhenzhu said.””This case has attracted the attention of the higher-ups, and in 

order to catch the black-eyed killer as soon as possible, they have sent me more people. ” 

“””Now, let’s list the suspects. I can send someone to investigate all the suspects”” details and their 

movements at the same time!”” ” 

“””That’s great …”” Masako Yangshan said excitedly,””I can finally participate in the search with my idol! 

I’m so happy!”” ” 

“Seeing Masako’s happy face, Ding Lan shot her a dirty look. She clearly didn’t have a good impression 

of this Japanese expert. ” 

“””No,”” Zhao Yu suddenly remembered something and said to Li Zhenzhu,””I have to go back to Seoul 

now!”” ” 

“””What?”” Everyone was surprised. Li Zhenzhu was puzzled.””We just arrived in Chengnan. Why are 

you going back?”” ” 

“””Because …”” Zhao Yu creased his eyebrows and said,””I forgot something important!”” ” 

 

Chapter 2057: I’m curious 

 

“7 p.m., Inside an interrogation room in Seoul police station. ” 

The interrogation room was slightly different from the ones Zhao Yu had been in before. It looked more 

like a reception room. 



“At that moment, Xu Meina was sitting in the seat opposite him in handcuffs. She was holding a smoking 

cigarette in her hand. ” 

“””Yes,”” Zhao Yu said,””didn’t you want me to help you catch Quan youdong’s murderer? In that case, 

try to recall if anything unusual had happened to Quan youdong in the past one or two years. ” 

“””Especially things related to indifference or turning a blind eye to it!”” ” 

“””I think …”” Xu Meina took a deep breath and said,””indifference should not be called an incident, but 

a personality!”” Quan youdong was such a cold and selfish person … ” 

“””The things he has done that are related to indifference are too many to count!”” ” 

“””Then … Let me give you an example!”” Zhao Yu asked. ” 

“””In the few years that we’ve been married,”” Xu Meina said,””I’ve gotten other women pregnant five 

times, and that’s only what I know!”” ” 

“””Hmm …”” Zhao Yu grinned.””Is this considered indifference? How did he handle it after that?”” ” 

“””Pay the money and get it done!”” Xu Meina said,””if I didn’t need his protection, I would never have 

married someone like him! ” 

“””It’s also because of this that he’s fearless and has been fooling around outside. That’s why … I didn’t 

give birth to his children …”” ” 

“””Give me the money …”” Zhao Yu asked.””Think about it carefully. What happened to those women 

after that? Are there any cases of suicide or sudden disappearances?”” ” 

“””I don’t think so?”” Xu Meina said,””those women are probably only interested in money. They never 

talk about relationships, right?”” ” 

“””Are you sure?”” Zhao Yu asked seriously,””the murderer might be related to these women!”” ” 

“””Then … I can’t be sure,”” Xu Meina said.””I don’t really interfere with his private life!”” Perhaps his 

underlings and the driver would know better than me? ” 

“””You can …”” Xu Meina took a puff of her cigarette.””Go and ask them!”” ” 

“””Tsk tsk …”” Zhao Yu pouted and sighed.””Since you have no feelings for Quan youdong, why did you 

ask me to help you find the murderer?”” ” 

“Hearing Zhao Yu’s question, Xu Meina took another puff of her cigarette and replied 

expressionlessly,””””The reason is simple. Yingluo, I’m very curious! ” 

“””For so many years, many people have wanted to kill him, but no one has ever succeeded … ” 

“””I really want to know who was able to kill someone in my home and … Dig out his eyes! ” 

“””The place where you dug your eyes out … Was right in front of my bedroom. Can you imagine … 

What that felt like?”” ” 



“””Mm …”” Zhao Yu thought for a moment, then asked,””the driver said that, according to the usual 

practice, he should have driven into the courtyard and sent Quan youdong safely to the villa!”” ” 

“””However, that night, Quan youdong acted out of character and requested to walk in by himself. 

Coincidentally, this time, something happened. Don’t you think there’s something wrong with this?”” ” 

“””Indeed,”” Xu Meina sighed,””otherwise, I wouldn’t have interrogated the driver!”” ” 

“””Quan youdong was very lazy. Every time he went home, he would drive the car all the way to the 

villa’s entrance. He didn’t want to take one more step and wanted to drive the car into the bedroom! ” 

“””That’s why I suspect that the driver has been bribed. “” ” 

“””But,”” Zhao Yu said,””I asked the driver personally, and he was very sure that Quan youdong asked to 

get out of the car!”” ” 

“””C-C-surveillance …”” Xu Meina suddenly put down her cigarette and opened her eyes wide out of 

habit.””You can watch the surveillance footage. Oh, right, the surveillance footage has been destroyed 

…”” ” 

“””Then … Then we can look at the car. There’s a dashcam in the car …”” ” 

“””Car camera?”” Zhao Yu asked,””so, your people took the recording device?”” ” 

“””What? You took it away?”” Xu Meina was surprised.””My people?”” Who was it? I … I didn’t have the 

time to get it! ” 

“””When Quan youdong died, I was scared out of my wits. How could I have thought of the recording 

device? From what you’re saying, the recording device has been taken away?”” ” 

“””Phew …”” Zhao Yu frowned and said to Xu Meina,””alright, think about what I told you before!”” ” 

“””If you remember anything, remember to tell me!”” ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu ignored the woman and walked out of the interrogation room. ” 

“Outside the interrogation room, Ding Lan had been waiting impatiently for a long time. When she saw 

Zhao Yu, she quickly went up to him.””Brother-in-law, did you spend so much effort to come back just to 

ask this woman? ” 

“””How was it? did you get anything?”” ” 

“””I might have taken the wrong path!”” Zhao Yu said seriously,””I’ve overlooked one thing. The couple 

has no feelings for each other. Without feelings, there’s no communication. So, I can’t get any 

information from Xu Meina.”” ” 

“””Great.”” Ding Lan was disappointed.””We’ve made a wasted trip!”” Next, we …”” ” 

“””Hey,”” before Ding Lan could finish, a loud man’s voice suddenly came from behind the two.””Please 

wait!”” ” 

The two of them turned around and saw that it was Captain ju of the search team who had stopped 

them. 



The man had walked out of the monitoring room and had obviously heard the entire conversation 

between Zhao Yu and Xu Meina. 

“””Congratulations, detective Zhao,”” Captain ju said, but he didn’t do anything.””You helped us solve a 

big case!”” ” 

“””No, no,”” Zhao Yu said.””I was just lucky!”” ” 

“””Mm …”” Captain ju looked around, then said to Zhao Yu,””I just heard about the car camera, so I 

wanted to talk to you …”” ” 

“””Oh?”” Zhao Yu was surprised and quickly said,””I was just about to ask you guys! I still don’t know 

where Quan youdong’s driver parked his car!”” ” 

“””I’ll ask the police detectives to send you this information,”” Captain ju said in a low voice.””I want to 

tell you one thing now. My people have investigated the car camera, but they found that there was no 

memory card in it! ” 

“””I’m sure you already know about this, right?”” ” 

“””En!”” Zhao Yu nodded. Since it was no longer a secret, there was no point in hiding it. ” 

“””But, you probably haven’t done a detailed investigation on this matter, right?”” Captain ju said. ” 

“””So …”” Zhao Yu seemed to have understood something and asked,””you’ve already investigated?”” ” 

“””Right!”” Captain ju said,””we investigated that car and all the surveillance equipment near the 

parking lot that night. However, we didn’t find anything out of the ordinary. There were no signs of 

damage to the car at all!”” ” 

“””Oh? Is that so?”” Zhao Yu seemed to understand what Captain ju meant. ” 

“””We suspect that …”” Captain ju said.””The memory card in the car’s camera was not taken away after 

the accident! ” 

“””But … But before Suan ni!”” ” 

“””Oh?”” Zhao Yu looked at Captain ju seriously. He didn’t understand why he would reveal this 

information to him. ” 

“””If there’s no card in the recorder,”” Ding Lan said,””the recorder will show that there’s no card. The 

driver should have noticed, right?”” ” 

“””No,”” Captain ju said.””Quan youdong’s car camera came with him from the factory. We’ve tested it 

and it doesn’t have this function!”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Zhao Yu nodded and said,””if the memory card was taken away in advance, it would be 

difficult for us to investigate!”” ” 

“””Yes, that’s what I thought too,”” Captain ju said to Zhao Yu with a smile.””But, this at least shows that 

the murderer doesn’t want us to see the images on the car camera!”” ” 



“””Mm …”” Zhao Yu nodded.””In that case, we should ask the driver again! This guy might still have 

something he hasn’t told me …”” ” 

 

Chapter 2058: going all out 

 

“””That is to say …”” In the car, Ding Lan asked Zhao Yu,””even if we find the memory card of the 

dashcam, it would be useless, because the dashcam didn’t record anything at all!”” ” 

“At that moment, the car was being driven by an agent from the National Intelligence Department. This 

man was the driver that Li Zhenzhu had specially arranged for Zhao Yu. ” 

“As Li Zhenzhu had to stay in Chengnan to take charge of the situation, she could only appoint the driver 

to send Zhao Yu back to Seoul. ” 

“Ding Lan was worried about Zhao Yu, so she had come along. ” 

“Even though they knew that the driver might understand Chinese, they still started discussing in the 

car. ” 

“””I’m not curious about the dashcam, but about Captain ju,”” Zhao Yu said.””According to this guy’s 

personality, he should see me as an enemy, right? ” 

“””Why would you give me such sensitive information?”” ” 

“””It’s too tiring to be a detective,”” Ding Lan said lazily, her hands behind her head.””Do you have to 

study everyone’s attitude?”” ” 

“””Can’t she be convinced by your detective skills? ” 

“””Are you suspecting that he’s lying to you with the fake information he gave you?”” ” 

Oh … 

“Zhao Yu didn’t say anything, but he already had an answer in his heart. ” 

“Captain ju was in an awkward position. With Xu Meina’s arrest, he might have already known that 

someone was suspecting him. ” 

“Once the National affairs Department began to investigate him, they would inevitably ask him to stop 

working in the guangsuo team. ” 

He was actively trying to get on Zhao Yu’s good side. Maybe he had some premonitions and just wanted 

to solve the black pupil case as soon as possible? 

“Of course, Ding Lan was right. Since Captain ju was willing to tell Zhao Yu the news, it meant that 

Captain ju believed in his ability. ” 

“””But …”” Ding Lan pondered for a moment, then said,””since he realized the importance of drivers, he 

must have interrogated them countless times, right?”” ” 



“””Why don’t you just show us the interrogation record? ” 

“””If we go to the driver now, can we still get anything out of him?”” ” 

“””It doesn’t matter if you can get it out or not,”” Zhao Yu said concisely,””you have to ask!”” ” 

“””You said that you went the wrong way, so brother-in-law …”” Ding Lan pouted.””Why don’t we start 

with the first victim?”” ” 

“””At least, she’s not like Quan youdong, who has a bad track record, right? Wouldn’t it be easier to 

investigate her?”” ” 

“””No, it’s not that simple,”” Zhao Yu said.””Li Yiyan is a Credit Officer at a bank. Unlike the banks here, 

they have the right to review small loans. ” 

“””Although each sum of money is not big, it is very important to those who apply for loans!”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Ding Lan was enlightened.””In other words, you suspect that the murderer killed Li Yiyan 

because she didn’t lend him the money, which caused serious consequences?”” ” 

“””Black pupils mean to turn a blind eye or to be cold,”” Zhao Yu said.””It’s very appropriate for Li 

Yiyan’s job! It’s said that she has to review more than 500 loans every month. If that’s the reason, I’m 

afraid it’ll be difficult to find out. “” ” 

“””That’s true …”” Ding Lan frowned.””But, no matter how difficult it is, we still have to find it, right?”” If 

someone harbored a grudge against her, there should be some sort of sign, right?”” ” 

“””I thought so too,”” Zhao Yu said.””I plan to talk to Li Yiyan’s colleagues and family tomorrow! ” 

“””Previously, we had been focusing on the relationship between Li Yiyan and Quan youdong. Now, it 

seems like there’s really nothing going on between them! ” 

“””That’s why we can only start all over again and start investigating from Li Yiyan’s personal 

relationships!”” ” 

“””Alright, I’ll accompany you! “”My Godfather told me,”” Ding Lan whispered into Zhao Yu’s ear,””that 

there’s a change in your mission, and he asked us to fully support you.”” ” 

“””Understood!”” Zhao Yu rubbed his hands together.””Or maybe this case won’t drag on for too long. 

After all, there are obvious suspects in the latest black pupil case!”” ” 

“””I hope so! “”But …”” Ding Lan smiled at Zhao Yu playfully, then whispered again,””if the case is 

solved, we’re going to do big things next!”” ” 

Zhao Yu knew that the important thing Ding Lan was talking about was naturally Xi Wei’s treasure. 

“With the US’s involvement, there were many more variables in the search for Xi Wei’s treasure. ” 

“If amiola and Simone were to be handed over to them in the end, that would be a consequence that no 

one wanted to see. ” 

“Hence, one could imagine that there would be a bloody storm waiting for them around Xi Wei’s 

treasure. ” 



“””Oh right, one more thing,”” Ding Lan suddenly said to Zhao Yu,””you’d better be careful of the 

Japanese expert!”” ” 

“””What? Is your mind jumping so fast?”” Zhao Yu raised his eyebrows.””Why are you suddenly talking 

about her? What’s wrong with miss Masako?”” ” 

“””I’m not talking nonsense, it’s my intuition!”” “”Don’t look at that woman,”” Ding Lan 

warned.””There’s something unstable in her eyes. You’d better be careful! ” 

“””Perhaps she has other motives for coming to Seoul this time …”” ” 

“””Don’t worry,”” Zhao Yu said.””I’ve already asked Li Zhenzhu to check her background. There 

shouldn’t be a problem!”” However, it’s quite appropriate to be mumbling. “” ” 

“””Nothing is perfect in this world,”” Ding Lan said.””I guess it’s the same in your detective world, 

right?”” Even though we’ve tried our best, there are still many unsolved cases in this world that can’t be 

solved!”” ” 

“””What’s wrong, little sister? Why are you so emotional today?”” Zhao Yu stared at Ding Lan and 

asked,””are you talking about the Yokohama F. Marinos black pupil case from forty-five years ago?”” ” 

“””Almost!”” Ding Lan nodded.””I’m thinking that if someone had been able to find out the truth behind 

the murder of the two 10-year-old girls, the blackpupil case wouldn’t have happened. ” 

“””But, even if the blackpupil case is over, there are still other cases, such as the ghost king case and the 

devil case. You are still working hard, aren’t you?”” ” 

“””Your thinking is a little negative,”” Zhao Yu said.””Even if what you said is true, even if there are still 

cases in the world that can’t be solved, we still have to do our best, right? ” 

“””You’re … A little off today?”” ” 

“””Hmm …”” Ding Lan leaned back in her seat and said with a sad look in her eyes,””when I put on the 

mermaid’s clothes and was locked in the fish tank, I felt like I had been abandoned by the whole world! ” 

“””When I saw you being caught by them from the fish tank,”” Ding Lan said emotionally,””I had already 

made up my mind! ” 

“””If they want to use me to threaten you, I’d rather drown in the fish tank …”” He said. ” 

“Hearing this, Zhao Yu felt his heart tremble. He immediately put his arm around Ding Lan’s shoulder 

and comforted her,””””Silly girl, I’ve already set those people up. They can’t play with your brother-in-

law! ” 

“””In the future …”” Zhao Yu patted Ding Lan’s shoulder and said,””if you encounter such a situation 

again, you must have confidence in me! Do you know that?”” ” 

“””Mm … I know …”” Ding Lan was like a good cat, taking the opportunity to get into Zhao Yu’s arms. She 

nodded and said,””I just felt that you looked a little too ugly in the swimming trunks!”” ” 

“””Everyone else is wearing camouflage and suits, but you … It’s funny just thinking about it!”” ” 



“””Hehehe …”” Zhao Yu laughed proudly.””That’s because your brother-in-law has a personality …”” ” 

 

Chapter 2059: collective revenge? 

 

“The next morning, the sun was shining brightly. ” 

“At around Teno’ clock, Zhao Yu and Ding Lan’s car headed towards Seoul bank’s Jinjiang branch … ” 

“Last night, even though Zhao Yu had gone to the hospital and talked to Quan youdong’s driver for a 

long time, he felt that he had gained very little. ” 

What the driver knew was similar to what Xu Meina had said. Quan youdong’s lifestyle was problematic. 

This person never cared about other people’s feelings. He did things his own way and was selfish. The 

bad things he had done were too numerous to be recorded. 

“Although Zhao Yu had been in the underworld before he had transmigrated, he had earned a living 

with his fists. ” 

“However, he felt that he and Quan youdong were not the same kind of people. At least he was loyal 

and would not bully the weak for no reason. ” 

“On the other hand, Quan youdong was too ruthless and did not leave any room for retreat. He had 

offended too many people and there was no way to investigate. ” 

“Hence, Zhao Yu didn’t force himself to stay up the night. He only had a simple supper with Ding Lan, 

then went back to the hotel to sleep. ” 

“After a good night’s sleep, he felt that his energy had recovered, and he was much more relaxed. ” 

“As Quan youdong was unable to investigate further, he could only take a step back and shift his target 

to the first victim. He planned to go to Li Yiyan’s workplace and have a talk with her colleagues. ” 

“The car was still on the road, and Zhao Yu was looking at the latest news that Li Zhenzhu had sent him. 

” 

“After the National affairs Department joined the investigation, the investigation of the case progressed 

very quickly. It was only 10 am, but they had already finished investigating all the suspects. ” 

“However, unexpectedly, all of these suspects had alibis, and none of them entered the police’s line of 

sight. ” 

“These people were either on business trips or resting at home, and almost all of those who were 

resting at home were confirmed by the surveillance equipment and witnesses. ” 

“Moreover, the nature of these people’s jobs did not match the requirements listed by the police. ” 

Li Zhenzhu told Zhao Yu that they would conduct a detailed investigation of the suspects to see if 

anyone was lying. 



“In addition, Li Zhenzhu also told Zhao Yu another thing. Because of Captain ju’s sensitive issue, the 

higher-ups had decided to suspend all the work of the search team. ” 

“Whether it was the Chamber of Commerce incident or the blackpupil case, they were all handed over 

to the National affairs Department and the Seoul Police Department. ” 

“Not only did they suspect that Captain ju and Xu Meina had come to some sort of agreement, but they 

also suspected that there was someone else in the wide search team who was on Captain ju’s side. ” 

“Therefore, these two cases must not be handed over to them no matter what. ” 

Zhao Yu then understood why Captain ju’s attitude towards him had changed last night. It turned out 

that he really knew that he was going to be suspended. 

“However, Li Zhenzhu told Zhao Yu that, because there was no concrete evidence, Captain ju’s case 

might be dealt with leniently. ” 

“””The big steel ball …”” Ding Lan was looking at the information, and she joked with Zhao Yu,””if you 

didn’t stop the second attack of the steel ball in time, I’m afraid that an xianxiu would have been dead 

by now, right?”” ” 

“””It’s possible!”” Zhao Yu answered perfunctorily, but his mind was thinking about something else. ” 

“””An xianxiu is also a complete villain,”” Ding Lan said.””Did you do a good thing or a bad thing?”” ” 

“””If the iron ball hits you again,”” Zhao Yu said,””an xianxiu wouldn’t be the only one dead! If it were to 

be smashed a few more times, the entire restaurant would collapse! ” 

“””Tell me, did I do a good thing or a bad thing?”” ” 

“””Brother-in-law, you’re the best!”” Ding Lan pouted.””How did you get up to the crane in such a short 

time?”” Don’t tell me you just jumped off the building? ” 

“””Why …”” Ding Lan frowned.””Every time you’re involved, something unusual always happens?”” ” 

“””Just like in the underground secret room, you knocked out so many people with electric cables, but 

you were unharmed. Could it be …”” Ding Lan looked at Zhao Yu seriously.””What you said last time was 

true? what system? What transmigration?”” ” 

“””Right!”” Zhao Yu nodded without hesitation.””You finally believe me, right? I was a little ruffian in my 

previous life, collecting loan sharks with a stick every day, but after I transmigrated, I became a Criminal 

Police detective. How can you explain this?”” ” 

“””Alright,”” Ding Lan said helplessly,””let’s talk about the case!”” ” 

Tsk … 

“Zhao Yu was very pleased with himself. If he had tried to explain, it would only have made Ding Lan 

more suspicious, so he might as well tell her the truth. ” 

No one would believe him even if he told the truth. 



“””Ding Lan,”” Zhao Yu said, pointing to the messages on his phone.””Don’t you think these messages 

are a little strange?”” ” 

“””Yes, I was just about to tell you!”” “”There are so many suspects,”” Ding Lan said.””It’s impossible for 

all of them to have alibis, right? Wasn’t this a little too deliberate? ” 

“””It reminds me of the murder of the eastern Express! You see …”” ” 

“Then, Ding Lan raised her arms to show Zhao Yu the goosebumps on her arms. ” 

“””Yes, I thought so too,”” Zhao Yu said.””It was raining that night, and the crime happened late at night, 

so it would be difficult to provide an alibi. ” 

“””However, all these people can prove it. This, on the contrary, makes people feel that something is not 

right … ” 

“””Um … What do you mean by the eastern Express?”” ” 

“””No way? You’re a great detective, haven’t you seen it? Even if you haven’t read a novel, you should 

have at least seen a movie, right?”” Ding Lan explained,””the murderer was everyone. In the end, even 

the great detective Polo couldn’t do anything!”” ” 

“””Pineapple?”” Zhao Yu was puzzled.””Detective’s name is quite new …”” ” 

“””…”” Ding Lan suspected that Zhao Yu was pretending, and her eyes were filled with disdain. Five 

seconds later, she said,””do you think that the family members of the seven victims who were burned to 

death were all involved? ” 

“””This case is really similar to the Oriental Express. The victims”” family members all hated Liu 

bingcheng to the bone! ” 

“””Have you … Have you watched the Korea Movie ‘dear gold’?”” Ding Lan said,””it’s also a story about a 

group’s revenge!”” ” 

“””You’ve watched a lot of movies,”” Zhao Yu said.””But movies are fictional! In reality, would anyone 

take the risk of going to jail or even being sentenced to death to seek revenge? ” 

“””And the most important point is …”” Zhao Yu said.””Even if it was really a collective revenge by the 

victims ‘families, where did the black pupils come from? ” 

“””How do you explain that the black eyes case and the Yokohama black eyes case came from the same 

stone? How do you explain that the ratio of anesthesia to muscle relaxant, and the method of removing 

the eyeballs were all the same as the Yokohama F. Marinos black pupil case?”” ” 

“””Eh? “”Hey, hey, hey …”” After Zhao Yu asked, Ding Lan’s eyes lit up, as if she had thought of 

something.””Brother-in-law, I … I think I have an idea!”” She said in a hurry. ” 

“””Do you think … These people were instigated by someone? And the person who incited them, is … Is 

that Lao Ai, pan Tian GUI Qi!”” ” 

“””F * ck …”” Zhao Yu gasped, and goosebumps appeared on his arms. ” 



“””If that’s the case,”” Ding Lan said excitedly,””can you immediately inform Li Zhenzhu to arrest the 

suspect and bring him back to the police station for interrogation?”” ” 

“””Wait …”” Zhao Yu thought quickly, then said,””I think it’s too troublesome to persuade the family 

members one by one. ” 

“””Is there a more direct and effective way? Do the family members of the victims ever get together?”” 

” 

“””Hmm …”” Ding Lan pondered for a moment before answering,””maybe?”” A Memorial for the 

deceased, a funeral … Or … ” 

“””Eh?”” Ding Lan’s eyes lit up.””Could it be … The Kongtong Mutual Aid Association?”” ” 

“””A Mutual Aid Association?”” Zhao Yu had never heard of it. ” 

“””It’s … It’s to sit together and share your feelings, measures, and emotions after you’ve experienced 

trauma. This is to achieve the purpose of calming the trauma and counseling the psychological state. “” 

Ding Lan explained. ” 

“””Oh …”” Zhao Yu’s eyes were wide open.””I’ve seen it in the movies!”” ” 

“””These kinds of mutual aid groups are usually organized and hosted by someone,”” Ding Lan’s voice 

began to tremble.””Could it be that … Pan Tian GUI Qi … Pan Tian GUI Qi is their host?!”” ” 

 

Chapter 2060: Mutual Aid Association 

 

“””What?”” ” 

“When the car stopped at the entrance of Jin Jiang road bank, Zhao Yu suddenly received a call from Li 

Zhenzhu. ” 

He told Zhao Yu that the family members of the victims of the bus fire really did attend the Mutual Aid 

Association regularly! 

“””Now we know,”” Li Zhenzhu said.””At least ten family members of the victims attended the 

fraternity. These people were all the close relatives of the seven victims. ” 

“””Also, the Mutual Aid Association they’re in is in Seoul Cathedral. It’s founded by the church and Seoul 

psychological college. ” 

“””Zhao Yu, you guessed right! The problem might really be here! I’ll send someone over to investigate, 

or … Can you go over now?”” ” 

“””Wait a minute,”” Zhao Yu said calmly, restraining his impulse.””I think it’s still too early to send 

someone over!”” ” 

“””It’s best not to beat the grass and alert the snake. ” 



“””It’s better to … Send someone to investigate first and screen out suspicious people …”” ” 

“””Well … That’s true …”” Li Zhenzhu said.””A place like the church is not suitable for large-scale 

operations. If the investigation is wrong, the National Intelligence Bureau can’t bear the consequences. ” 

“””Well, I’ll send someone to investigate first, and we’ll keep in touch at any time. You … Um … Are you 

going?”” ” 

“””Okay,”” Zhao Yu said.””Ding Lan and I will go and take a look as tourists …”” ” 

“””All right, be careful,”” Li Zhenzhu said.””I’ll send a team to pick you up!”” ” 

“After hanging up the phone, the driver immediately turned the car around and drove to Seoul’s Church. 

” 

“””Brother-in-law, I have to say, I’m the best at this kind of work!”” Ding Lan said confidently,””tell me, 

what information do you want to know? I’ll find a way to get it for you later!”” ” 

“””Really?”” Zhao Yu thought for a moment, then said,””I only want two things. One is who was the 

mentor who gave the families of the victims on the bus psychological counseling? ” 

“””The other one is the list of all the members who recently joined the fraternity!”” ” 

“””Okay,”” Ding Lan agreed readily. She then asked curiously,””why do you want the list of all the 

participants?”” ” 

“””Because, if the fraternity is a key factor,”” Zhao Yu replied,””then the key figures of the first two 

cases may also be on the list!”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Ding Lan was enlightened.””So, Li Yiyan and Quan youdong’s situation might be the same as 

Liu bingcheng ‘s?”” ” 

“””The person they talked about also joined the fraternity after being injured? ” 

“””Brother-in-law, if pan Tian GUI Qi is still alive and you caught him, then you’re really famous as an 

International Detective!”” ” 

“””What are you saying!”” Zhao Yu’s face tensed up.””Am I not famous enough now? I’m now famous 

throughout the universe, shaking the universe!”” ” 

“As he boasted shamelessly, Zhao Yu pulled up the information about pan Tian GUI Qi on his mobile 

phone and tried to remember what it looked like. ” 

“Perhaps Ding Lan’s words would come true, and he would find this familiar face in the fraternity! ” 

“The church in Seoul very close to Jin Jiang road. Before noon, Zhao Yu and Miao Ying had already 

entered the church. ” 

“It was a huge Gothic building with a typical western style. Although it was not a famous tourist 

attraction, it still attracted many tourists. ” 

“However, this was convenient for Zhao Yu and Zhao Yu. They were wearing casual clothes and carrying 

backpacks, just like tourists. ” 



“After entering the church, they saw many Westerners who worked in the church all year round. ” 

“Zhao Yu and Ding Lan weren’t there to visit. They went straight through the church hall to the back hall. 

According to the information, that was where the fraternity’s office was located. ” 

“They walked around the place a few times and did not see many people. Even if they saw some nuns 

and staff, no one paid them any attention. ” 

“””This way, this way …”” Very quickly, Ding Lan recognized an office and led Zhao Yu in. ” 

“Unexpectedly, there was no one in the room. ” 

“””Come, look at this wall …”” Ding Lan pointed at the photos on the wall and said,””these people must 

be the clergymen here!”” Let’s see if there’s …”” ” 

“””This …”” Zhao Yu looked through the photos and saw that most of the people in the photos were 

foreigners. Only a few of them had Asian faces, and they were all women. ” 

“””Um … You guys are …”” ” 

“Just as Zhao Yu was engrossed in the movie, a woman’s voice came from behind them. ” 

They turned around and saw a woman in a cultivator’s outfit looking at them curiously. 

“The female cultivator was not young, about 60 years old. She was holding a lunch box in her arms and 

was probably about to enjoy her lunch. ” 

“””Oh …”” Ding Lan said in Chinese.””We’re here to volunteer at the church, and we’d like to ask about 

the fraternity!”” ” 

“””Hmm …”” As expected, this person didn’t understand. He had a puzzled expression. ” 

“Ding Lan repeated her words in English, and the female cultivator finally understood. She quickly said in 

fluent English,””””Welcome, welcome! This weekend, the church has a disaster relief and donation 

event. If time permits, you can come and help at six in the morning!”” ” 

“””That’s great,”” Ding Lan said, pulling Zhao Yu along.””We’re very honored!”” ” 

“””Then …”” The female cultivator put down the lunchbox and found a book on the desk. She handed it 

to the two and said,””please sign here for registration!”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Ding Lan took the notebook and asked,””can we sign up and make an appointment here if we 

want to join the Student Association?”” ” 

“””No,”” the female cultivator waved her hand and said,””the fraternity is the Head of the School of 

Psychology. You can go to the second floor and make an appointment in the room directly opposite the 

stairs. ” 

“””But …”” The female cultivator looked at the clock on the wall.””They’re off work now. You can come 

back at two in the afternoon!”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Ding Lan nodded. She wrote down her name in her notebook and asked,””so the church 

doesn’t participate in the fraternity?”” ” 



“””No, not exactly,”” the female cultivator said politely.””Sometimes, even priests have to go over to 

help with psychological counseling! ” 

“””The lectures from the church have something in common with psychological counseling. People’s 

minds need comfort, and the Lord’s will is to make the masses happy. We put the fraternity in the 

church, which also means the same …”” ” 

“””That’s right.”” Ding Lan smiled.””Faith can give people power and make them stronger!”” ” 

“””By the way …”” Ding Lan, who had finished her registration, pulled Zhao Yu to the front and asked the 

female cultivator,””excuse me, do we have any priests from Japan here?”” Or, was there anyone who 

could speak Japanese among the lecturers in the fraternity? ” 

“””My husband is from Tokyo and he only knows Japanese. What should I do?”” ” 

“””Hmm …”” The female cultivator was stunned for a moment before saying,””are you tourists or long-

term residents of Seoul? As far as I can remember, we don’t have a priest who can speak Japanese in our 

church. However, you can go to the fraternity and ask, right? ” 

“””The School of Psychology will assign a counselor according to the situation. Maybe we can find a 

counselor who can speak Japanese?”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Ding Lan thought for a moment, then nodded to express her gratitude. ” 

“””Empty your space, Qi WA!”” Zhao Yu suddenly said. After saying that, he realized that he had said the 

wrong thing and hurriedly corrected himself,””Allido (thank you)!”” ” 

“””Um …”” The female cultivator bowed politely and asked,””you two are in a hurry to find the 

Association. Did you encounter any problems?”” ” 

“””Do you need me to help you talk to the priest?”” ” 

“””Oh, no need, no need!”” Ding Lan quickly said,””my husband and I did run into some problems, but … 

Sigh! It’s hard to say … That’s why we came all the way here to ask for help! ” 

“””Still, thank you!”” Ding Lan made a cross in front of her chest.””God bless!”” We’ll take our leave 

first!”” ” 

“Then, she pulled Zhao Yu out of the house. ” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 


